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ALPS OutdoorZ Crusader X and Transporter Delivers
the Ultimate Protection
█ Bear hunters thrive in wet weather with ALPS waterproof gear
Bear hunters are often exposed to the worst weather conditions and the most drastic temperature changes. Spring
and fall bear hunts are notorious for unexpected snow storms and wet conditions. Even though it might not be raining,
the ground is likely wet and muddy. ALPS OutdoorZ protects your most sensitive gear with the Crusader X waterproof
duffel and the Transporter smartphone case.
Bear hunters will fall in love with this bag as they are cruising shorelines in a boat, hauling gear in the field, or simply
waiting for your gear to be loaded as it sits on the tarmac. The Crusader X is the ultimate waterproof duffel. The 1680D
TPU material is waterproof and the welded seams creates an extra durable design. The roll top lid seals out moisture
and the compression packs stabilize the load while minimizing space. Added backpack straps make transportation a
breeze. Carry it through an airport terminal or up a mountain with ease. Additional grab handles add convenience and
places to clip accessories and loose gear.
Features
• ●Durable, waterproof 1680D TPU construction with welded seams
• ●Roll-top closure with protective lid
• ●Removable, adjustable padded backpack straps
• ●Padded handle wrap
• ●Additional grab handles on each end
• ●Dual top compression straps
• ●Available in two sizes: Standard & Large
Standard
Dimensions: 20" x 13"
Capacity: 2800 in³ / 46L
X-Large
Dimensions: 27" x 15"
Capacity: 5000 in³ / 82L
The Transporter adjustable buckle can clip to a jacket, packs or any gear loop for easy accessibility. The TPU material
maintains an IPX7 waterproof rating to protect electronics from moisture while maintaining full touch screen functionality.
To learn more about the Crusader X, Transporter, and other ALPS products, please visit http://www.alpsoutdoorz.com/.
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